Most cases of colour blindness are hereditary, passed down the mother’s side of the family. So, if any uncles, great uncles, grandfathers or cousins have colour vision deficiency (CVD), contact them – they can be a great support for both you and your child, sharing their experience of CVD and passing on advice.
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Normal colour vision

Severe green deficiency

**WHAT IS COLOUR BLINDNESS?**

We see colour through three specific types of cone cells in our eyes, one type absorbs red light, the second green and the third blue. With inherited CVD, one cone type doesn’t function normally. Most cases of CVD arise from a defect in the red or green cone types, this is commonly known as “red/green colour blindness”. However, colour blindness can affect many other colour combinations.

ADVICE SHEET FOR PARENTS OF CHILDREN IN PRIMARY SCHOOL

1 in 12 boys

1 in 200 girls

#PrimaryColours
HOW IT AFFECTS YOUR CHILD’S EVERYDAY LIFE

Although children with CVD lead perfectly normal lives (which is why the condition often goes undiagnosed), colour blindness can put them at a distinct disadvantage – especially at school – in situations where colour is used as a way of communicating information. For example, a child with CVD may have difficulty participating in sports or group activities that require colour recognition (e.g. different coloured shirts or bibs) or understanding teachers’ corrections highlighted in different colours.

With proper support children can learn coping techniques, but it’s important parents realise that colour blind children tend to try to hide their problems. Equally, due to their colour blindness, they may not always know whether they can or can’t see something.

Therefore, as parents, you need to be constantly alert to picking up the signs of colour blindness and, if possible, keep talking about it with them. It’s easy to think that your child is coping well with CVD because they have learnt to identify colours based on what they’ve been told those colours are, or represent. This is not the same, however, as being able to see the same colour as everyone else and means they will continue to come up against problems in different environments.

IF IN DOUBT, TAKE ACTION

You can help your child to hone their coping techniques by spotting signs that they may need extra help. Teachers and coaches can also play a key role in supporting your child, so make sure you tell the school about your child’s diagnosis as soon as possible and refer them to the Teachers section of the Colour Blind Awareness website (see below).

Your child is likely to need more time processing information that uses colour, as they will be searching for other (non-colour) clues. There are other key signs to watch out for, at home and at school, which indicate your child may need extra support, for example, if he or she:

- Sometimes finds it difficult to interpret information in online homework software/coloured web pages
- Rarely uses colour or uses incorrect colours
- Is confused about who is in their team when coloured bibs or tops are used in PE lessons or training
- Has difficulty seeing coloured training cones and line markings e.g. in the sports hall or against grass
- Isn’t sure if fruit is ripe, especially bananas
- Has trouble seeing all the images and instructions in computer games
- Can’t easily tell when their electrical equipment is fully charged because the different coloured LEDs all appear the same

WAYS YOU CAN HELP

Communication is key and helping your child to feel confident about recognising and speaking about their colour blindness is a major step towards minimising any disadvantages it causes.

Encourage your child to:

- Tell their teachers or coaches if they are experiencing difficulties related to their colour blindness
- Feel happy to explain about CVD and ask their friends for help when needed
- Sit in good natural light whenever possible when working (but avoid bright sunlight)
- Research and use accessible Apps/software for CVD students e.g. Chrome extension/iOS accessibility settings

Encourage teachers and sports coaches to:

- Use secondary indicators in addition to colour e.g. use patterns or shading for graphs and charts, use colour blind friendly magnets for tactical training
- Audit worksheets, textbooks, websites and other resources and equipment for potential problems
- Avoid relying on colour alone to assess understanding e.g. check training bib colours can all be distinguished
- Regularly ask your child, in private, if they are experiencing difficulties that may be related to their condition – encourage them to voice any concerns